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PROPRIETARY ROPE ACCESS 
ANCHOR FOR FACADE AND 
WINDOW ACCESS

CONCRETE MOUNT ANCHOR 1300 301 755     
SAYFA.COM.AU

PRODUCT CODE 
AP126



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CODE 
DESCRIPTION 
SPECIFICATION 
SUMMARY

AP126 
CONCRETE MOUNT ANCHOR WITH TORQUE INDICATOR
The XPLORA Concrete Mount Anchor with torque setting indicator suitable for fall arrest 
or rope access when used in pairs. Not recommended for exterior use. Anchor can be 
used immediately once load/proof tested. System design, supply, layout, installation and 
certification by a SAYFA approved installer, as per the manufacturer’s installation instructions 
and current standards.

TECHNICAL DATA

T 1300 301 755
E SALES@SAYFA.COM.AU

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
VISIT SAYFA.COM.AU

1029 MOUNTAIN HWY
BORONIA VIC  3155
AUSTRALIA

RATING
 - Recommended for single person use - 15kN rated
 - Rope access use - 12kN
 - Fall arrest use - 15kN

MATERIALS 
 - Concrete expansion anchor - zinc coated carbon steel
 - Eyebolt - stainless steel (316)

DIMENSIONS
 - Eyebolt - M12/ 120mm
 - Eyelet ID - 30mm
 - Concrete insert drilled - drill bit diameter/ 18mm
 - Concrete insert drilled - hole depth/ 125mm
 - Minimum concrete thickness - 180mm
 - Minimum concrete edge distance - 200mm*
 - Minimum anchor spacing - 200mm*
 - Minimum concrete strength - 25MPa*

* Anchor edge distances, spacing and depth are the minimum recommendations 
required to maintain anchor strength. Any variation from these recommendations 
will require engineering data verification from an Engineer.

WEIGHT
 - 0.60kg (includes eyebolt and concrete insert)

SAYFA.COM.AU/WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/2019/07/PRODUCT-DISCLAIMER_02.07.2019_SS.PDFPRODUCT DISCLAIMER 
LINK

COMPLIANCE

TESTING

PRODUCT WARRANTY

INSPECTION AND 
MAINTENANCE

IMPORTANT NOTE

10 years from date of purchase subject to correct installation, use and 
maintenance in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications and 
recommendations. (Refer operation manual.)

Inspection and certification every 12 months by a competent person in 
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications and requirements of 
AS/NZS ISO 22846 and AS/NZS1891.4:2009 (Section 9).  
(Refer operation manual.)
Rope access use - tensile load test to 6.0kN                                                                
Fall arrest use - tensile load test to 7.5kN

Designed and manufactured by Sayfa Group. For all technical assistance contact Sayfa Group. SAYFAGROUP 6.04.2023

AP126 CONCRETE MOUNT ANCHOR 
WITH TORQUE INDICATOR

The XPLORA Concrete Mount Anchor is designed and manufactured in 
accordance with requirements of Australian Standards AS/NZS 1891.4:2009, 
AS/NZS ISO 22846 and AS/NZS 5532:2013.

Testing and performance based on AS1891.4:2009. 
- Dynamic load test - 15kN 
- Static load test - 15kN 

Minimum thickness of concrete - 180mm. The XPLORA Concrete Mount Anchor 
requires proof load testing prior to use as per AS/NZ 1891.4.2009. 
Device is for personnel use only.
 - Concrete structure integrity, suitability and anchor location to be assessed  
 and determined by a competent person prior to installation.
 - The XPLORA Concrete Mount Anchor is to be used in a shear load direction only  
 (pulled at an angle not exceeding 20° to the installed surface).
 - The XPLORA Concrete Mount Anchor must be used in conjunction with an approved  
 harness and lanyard system incorporating an energy absorber where required.
 - The XPLORA Concrete Mount Anchor is not recommended for exterior use  
 due to moisture causing corrosion due to dissimilar metals. 
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Note: Not recommended for exteria use
(or where water penetration is possible)

M12 x 120 S/S Eyebolt

Washer

Drill 18mm Hole - 125mm Deep

Concrete - Min 25MPa

*Anchor edge distances, spacing and depth are the minimum 
recommendations required to maintain anchor strength. Any variation 
from these recommendations will require engineering data verification 
from an Engineer or the chemical adhesive manufacturer. Concrete is to 
be minimum 25MPa.

Drill Depth
Hole Size
Min Edge Distance

Min Spacing between Anchors

180mm

Anchor Rating (Depending on substrate)
Break test peak load rating (anchor only)

18mm
200mm*

200mm*
15kN
N/A

Min Concrete Thickness 180mm*
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Note: Not recommended for exteria use
(or where water penetration is possible)

M12 x 120 S/S Eyebolt

Washer

Drill 18mm Hole - 125mm Deep

Concrete - Min 25MPa

*Anchor edge distances, spacing and depth are the minimum 
recommendations required to maintain anchor strength. Any variation 
from these recommendations will require engineering data verification 
from an Engineer or the chemical adhesive manufacturer. Concrete is to 
be minimum 25MPa.

Drill Depth
Hole Size
Min Edge Distance

Min Spacing between Anchors

180mm

Anchor Rating (Depending on substrate)
Break test peak load rating (anchor only)

18mm
200mm*

200mm*
15kN
N/A

Min Concrete Thickness 180mm*


